**UPDATE TO TEST ELIGIBILITY FOR FY19 ACSB**

The eligibility for the Aviation Command Screen Board (ACSB) has changed. Going forward the new criteria is:

**VX-30/VX-31/USNTPS/UASTD:**
- Eligible officers must have served in either a fleet department head (DH) tour (URL or AEDO) or in an AEDO LCDR milestone tour with at least one observed FITREP
- Must be a graduate of USNTPS, USAFTPS, or a foreign equivalent TPS
- Must be DAWIA certified in Test and Evaluation to Level II or III (AT2 or AT3)
- Must be a member of Defense Acquisition Corps (APM)
- Must have 2D1 Command Qual AQD
- Officers must be CDR or CDR(s) and will have three years of eligibility.
- Officers must not have been previously selected for operational command.

**VX-20/VX-23/HX-21:**
- URL eligible officers must have successfully completed a commanding officer (CO) tour or currently be serving as a CO
- AEDO eligible officers must have served in or be serving in an AEDO O-5 milestone tour with at least one observed FITREP
- Must be a graduate of USNTPS, USAFTPS, or a foreign equivalent TPS
- Must be DAWIA certified in Test and Evaluation to Level II or III (AT2 or AT3)
- Must be a member of Defense Acquisition Corps (APM)
- Must have 2D1 Command Qual AQD
- Officers must not be In Zone for O-6. URL officers will be eligible from the time they take command until they are IZ for O-6. AEDOs will be eligible for approximately three screen groups prior to being IZ for O-6.
- Aviation Acquisition Corps Unrestricted Line Major Program Management (AC URL MPM) officers ARE eligible

For eligibility questions, please contact CDR Mike "Timber" Kline (AEDO Detailer) at 901-874-4106 or michael.p.kline@navy.mil until 15 FEB 2018. After 15 FEB 2018, please contact CDR Vence Logan (AMDO Detailer) at 901-874-4107 or Vencent.logan@navy.mil.